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A. BASIS OF RIGHTS

Inherent (“Aboriginal”) Rights:
• Rights are to survive in a place as a people
• Matching responsibilities to ensure survival 

of that place 
• First Nations are “in here”, in this place in 

the world granted to them by the Creator 
• Rights to and on the land are “inherent”
• Only Indigenous peoples have inherent 

rights in Canada
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Treaty Rights:
• Treaties confirmed and modified inherent rights 
• Treaties are grants of rights by Aboriginal peoples to

the Crown. Crown had no rights of its own in Canada 
until granted to Crown through treaties 

• 3 ways for Crown to get rights in Canada:
• “Settlement” of unoccupied land (no)
• Conquest (no)
• Cession/treaty

• First Nations understand treaties to share the subject 
land and resources with Crown
• Not to have ceded land 

• Crown says treaties ceded all Aboriginal title/rights to 
land 

• Such ceding likely impossible under Indigenous laws
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Rights to Self-Govern/Self-Determine:
• Since Aboriginal peoples were sovereign (self-governing) 

before settlers arrived, and since the right to self-govern 
was never given up (ceded) in treaty, or taken away by 
settlement or conquest, right to self-govern still exists.

• Right to self-determination affirmed in international law 
which Canada has ratified (UN Conventions on C&P Rights, 
ECOSOC Rights, UNDRIP)

• First Nations should still have full right to self-govern over 
their citizens in their shared lands (traditional territories 
subject to treaty) and over all persons and activities in 
their exclusive lands (reserves and title lands), and the 
right to share governance over shared lands (traditional 
territories subject to Treaty). 
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Traditional Territory (where self and
shared governance applies)
• Traditional Territory can be determined by Facts or Politics
• Facts: where the First Nation yesterday (back to at least 

assertion of Crown sovereignty) and today, used and 
occupied lands to survive through various practices, many 
of which are now seen as rights

• Politics: can enter into agreements/accords with other FNs 
or the Crown about where a FN territory is, for various 
purposes

• Traditional Territory = Title Lands (before Treaty)
• Treaty Territory = many FNs’ traditional territories or parts 

of them
• Mikisew case: First Nations should not be forced to 

exercise treaty rights beyond traditional territory, in 
larger treaty territory
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B. TAKING UP AND MAKING UP
History of Taking:
• Despite Indigenous rights, for decades the  Crown:

• Dispossessed First Nations (took lands, resources, 
cultures, economies and capacity from First 
Nations)

• Imposed Crown laws and systems on First 
Nations (governance)

• Imbalance of power
• Abuse of power

• What had started as Mutual (equal consent and 
cooperation) based on Two Row Wampum and 
Silver Covenant Chain, became Unilateral
(hierarchical control)
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Making Up for Abuse:
• s. 35 of the Constitution (1982)
• Purpose is reconciliation of (pre)-

existing Aboriginal sovereignty with 
assertion of British sovereignty (1763) 

• Who gets to govern over what?  Who 
gets to use/benefit from what?

• First Nations should (by law) have far 
more say/control over and use/benefit 
from land and its wealth
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Consult and Accommodate:
• Crown has duty to consult and 

accommodate First Nations (how 
reconciliation is effected) 

• Crown must consult with intent to 
substantially address all FNs’ concerns  
(Delgamuukw and Haida cases)

• Concerns are substantially addressed, 
through accommodation measures 



• 4 kinds of accommodation measures
• prevention of impacts (prevent those impacts 

that can be prevented)
• mitigation /minimization of impacts (minimize 

those impacts that cannot be fully prevented)
• compensation for remaining impacts (equalize 

the negative impacts with positive 
compensation)
• Compensation can be money, goods, and 

priority for jobs/business contracts (but not 
the value of the jobs/contracts themselves as 
these are services for fees).

• positive benefits to share in upside, revenues, 
wealth and growth from project
• This reflects the sharing mutual treaty 

relationship
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• If accommodation measures cannot 
address FN concerns if project/decision 
proceeds, and if FN concerns are about 
survival (cultural, spiritual, physical –
land/environment, economy) First Nation 
should have right to say “no”

• Right to consent or withhold consent 
should be part of consultation and 
accommodation

• Consent often granted through 
accommodation agreements like IBAs
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C. RESOURCE REVENUE SHARING (RRS)
• Form of accommodation measure 3

• To the extent that proponent is not earning 
enough profit to provide adequate 
compensation from it

• Form of accommodation measure 4
• Percentage of royalty paid to Crown, which 

royalty is usually itself a “percentage” share of 
positive benefits/revenues (higher the volume 
or revenue, higher the royalty)



Preferred Principles of RRS (and 
whether they are met in Ontario)

1.
• Pooled (combine all Crown royalties/fees/taxes (RFT)) and allocate to 

all FNs, equally or on per capita basis) 
• benefits: simple; reflects equalization of impacts over time
• problems: does not reflect impacts on a local, regional or specific-project 

basis.

or
• Project-specific allocated to only the FNs affected by the project 

2.
• Total Coverage (all sources of RFT) 
or
• Specific industries (mining and forestry) 

• benefits: allocates $ to FNs affected by those industries
• Problems: FNs not affected by those industries but affected by other land use, 

getting nothing
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3.
• Permanent 

• benefit: would reflect permanence of treaty relationship
or

• Time-Limited (5 years unless province or FNs together, 
terminates earlier) 
• benefit: can renegotiate as FNs rights get better 

recognized/respected over time – changes occurring quickly
• problem: depends in part on political will of provincial 

government in 5 years.
4.

• Direct allocation to FNs for land uses/projects 
• benefit: if % of revenues from land use/projects went 

directly to FNs, same as and parallel to RFT that goes to 
Crown, this reflects mutual, government to government, 
equal jurisdiction treaty relationship

• problem: FNs would need new administration framework to 
collect such $ directly from each land use/project

or

• Indirect allocation to FNs from Crown RFT
• benefit: administrative framework already set up for this
• problem: perception that Crown in control and doles out to 

FNs
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5.
• Additional to revenue-sharing with proponents 

• benefit: allows FNs to make customized agreement with 
proponents (tailor the needs to each situation); allows direct 
relationship between FNs and proponents

• problem: FN-proponent not a government to government 
relationship (perception might be to “reduce” jurisdiction of 
FNs)

or
• Subsume revenue sharing with proponents into RRS with Crown 

• benefit: if the Crown increases RTF requirement, then this keeps 
the relationship  at the Crown-FN government to government 
level

• problem: not tailored to each project (but aspects of IBAs other 
than revenue sharing can still be tailored and negotiated)



6.
• RRS payments no strings attached 

• benefit: FNs can elect themselves how to apply payments 
(exercise of self government)

• problem: political pressure to do per capita distributions because 
people are in poverty (and if these funds are not pooled by FN as 
a whole, they may not last long)

or
• RRS payments have restrictions on use (no per capita distribution, 

litigation, pure investment) (FNs have to submit annual audited 
statements on how funds were allocated to each type of permitted 
use) 
• benefit: removes some political pressure
• problem: restricts self government
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Percentages of RRS

Ontario

• Forestry 45%

• Mining 40% for existing, 45% for later-added 
mines

BC
• 3-5% of forestry stumpage fees go to FNs and 37.5% of 

mining tax revenues goes to FNs. 

Other
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• RRS is step towards: 
• getting out from under Crown taking of lands, 

resources, cultures, economies, capacity
• Government to Government equal relations – co-

sovereignty over shared land

• RRS can be used for:
• Build enforcement of rights (use Canadian law)
• Build capacity to use rights (internal governance, 

internal laws, education, culture and language 
reinvigoration, land/environmental management, 
economic attractiveness, economic opportunities)
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